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PRESIDENT Calvin Coolidge once said, “The chief busi-
ness of the American people is business,” but that was
decades ago. Now, the chief business of American busi-
ness has expanded to include the production of safe
goods and services—and you can add to that a safe
working environment. So, laws and regulations contin-
ue to proliferate. 

In May 2016, researchers writing in the British Med-
ical Journal (BMJ) found that more than 9.5% of deaths
in the United States are due to medical error—a number
very hard to extrapolate or track due to the fact that the
International Classification of Diseases (ICD) has no cat-
egory for medical error. Thus, to determine the medical
error death rate, the researchers analyzed data collected
by the government and compared it with hospital ad-
mission rates from 2013. They determined that medical
error was (and still is) the third leading cause of death
in the United States. One of the researchers’ main rec-
ommendations was to hold hospitals to more rigorous
and speedy investigations into these deaths. 

Good grief! Presumably, as in the past, the “more
rigorous and speedy” investigations will be limited to
sentinel events that involve unexpected death, but
will not include adverse events (errors, accidents, or
misjudgments) that lead to increased morbidity, which
may be a more fruitful area of study. An astounding
array of regulations already govern healthcare and it
hasn’t seemed to reduce errors at all. In fact, if this 
recent BMJ study is correct, errors that lead to death
have more than doubled since the Institute of Medi-
cine study (“To Err is Human”) was published in 1999.
The addition of “near misses” frightens even the
stoutest of hearts. If the past is any predictor of the
future, the number of errors will likely continue to
change and grow as the complexity of rules, guid-
ance, and enforcement related to ICD-10, 340B, mean-
ingful use, the Affordable Care Act, transparency, and
security and privacy released by federal and state poli-
cy makers also continues to change and grow. 

Given that state and federal laws (not to mention al-
most all private insurers) require compliance, the case
for compliance with Centers for Medicare and Medicaid

Services’ Conditions of Participation—and the various
standards it spawns—is a sine qua non for hospitals.
Therefore, if the hospital can identify where it’s non-
compliant and correct the situation before a survey, not
only will the hospital protect the patient from harm, but
it also will avoid being cited for noncompliance. And
almost as important, it will streamline clinicians’ work-
flow and likely increase their competence, improve ad-
ministrative procedures and policies, and help ensure a
safe physical environment for all. A good mock survey
instantly delivers concise, evidence-based content en-
tries directly to clinicians, enhances interprofessional co-
ordination, and helps ensure standardization and consis-
tency of patient care across the organization. Properly
run, a mock survey:
• streamlines the electronic health record–based care de-

livery process with links to critical health information
• trains new nursing staff on the latest procedures and

skills and ensures that equipment and drugs are clean,
readily available, and regularly inspected

• reviews policies, procedures, and personnel files to
ensure up-to-date compliance

• inspects the physical aspects of the organization to
ensure safety and compliance to various codes

• examines and investigates the hospital’s contracts for
goods, services, and personnel to ensure hospital and
vendor compliance with standards, codes, and reg-
ulations.
Ensuring patient safety and qualifying for third-party

reimbursement is the business of America’s hospitals.
If you don’t qualify, then the endless cycle of hurry
up, cut corners, and try to fool the experts will contin-
ue—as will the seemingly unstoppable increase in pa-
tient errors. 
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